.

-3-

-9-Marriage,

Mother & Child

Child Care

.

-1- ANATOMY and CALENDRICS, -2- FERTILITY and SANITARY, -3- MARRIAGE, -4- PREGNANCY, -5- BRITH,
-6- LACTATION, -7- NEONATE &INFANT-CARE, -8- TODDLERS, -9- CHILD-CARE , -10- MEDICAL [, ]
.[FORMAT] . L. . .-20- Fire and Heat. .Bolling-I- and 13,000 to 11,750 BC Magdalenian...Bølling
Gonnerdorf,
c.11,000 BC Winter sleeping and daytime activities inside the house at Gonnersdorf comfortably heated with warming stones.
Only those who have experienced it can understand the comfort of heating stones. The writer, in those far off
depression days in Maine when only the modestly wealthy could afford luxuries such as hot water bottles, when warming pans
were only pictures in books, in a house lighted by oil lamps and unheated except for the great black kitchen stove; recalls going to
bed with the luxury of a heating-brick.
Each child had a brick. Warmed for hours in a wood-burning stove (rarely expensive coal unless it could be gathered
beside the railway track, where the engineer would toss out shovel fulls to little sister as she was pretty and stood there smiling at
the train). The brick was heated, then put in a cover bag of inner rotten old cloth, and an outer tough canvas, so’s not to burn, and
so’s not to lose heat too quickly. The specially-selected, big bricks, properly wrapped would keep a bed warm for 3 or four hours.
They were delightful.
Those who have lived with heating stones instinctively realize, their wonderful warmth and importance- why in those
long gone times a very sick child would have two or three heating bricks.

Start:
at upper-center boulder then upper-left boulder
two Major Cardinals. Source boulder(s) for both heating stones and tools
Cartographic. Possibly with south at top, and short walk eastward gully collecting heating, tool, and writing stones
Calendric. at lower right indicating winter [probable solar-azimuth V opens upward toward south it is quite narrow indicating
time from sunrise (left-east) to sunset (right-west) is short and wintery]
two Secordary Cardinals. middle-left heating-stones and tool-stones, people sleeping warmed by heating-stone
Minor Cardinals .
Lead-Line..
Lead Lanes
One Major Link-Line. (lower left) from sleeping people (low-left-of-middle) through heating-stone (lower-right) activities.
Link-Lines.
fourActivities Radiants. –1- mid-left prepare heating stones -2- lower-left at night sleeping pleasantly-warm with stones -3upper-right preparing stone tools -4- lower-right daytime activities also comfortably warmed with heating stones..
Symbols.
End
at lower-right link-line-out when description of activities inside house is ended
.
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.

-3-

-9-Marriage,

Mother & Child

Child Care

.

-1- ANATOMY and CALENDRICS, -2- FERTILITY and SANITARY, -3- MARRIAGE, -4- PREGNANCY, -5- BRITH,
-6- LACTATION, -7- NEONATE &INFANT-CARE, -8- TODDLERS, -9- CHILD-CARE , -10- MEDICAL [, ]
.[FORMAT] . L. . .-20- Fire
meat, heating
buffalo chips, & fire bow
fat from bones
boiling stones

and Heat

. .Bolling-I- and 13,000 to 11,750 BC Magdalenian.

Gonnerdorf, c.11,000 BC
Start:
at top-center logical-thematic link line to horse’s ass
Major Cardinal. HORSE’S ASS. or .BULL’S ASS. is cardinated
Cartographic.
Calendric.
Secordary Cardinal. . HORSE SHIT. or .BULL SHIT. is cardinated
Minor Cardinal. FIRE BOW for igniting bull-shit
Inclusion V
Lead-Line.gives chronicle of human activities
Lead Lanes
Major Link-Line. From SHITTING BULL to human activities chronicle.
Link-Lines.
FourActivities Radiants.At horse’s ass; At butchers, At fire bow, At hoof.
Symbols. Buffalo Chips, Persona collecting Buffalo Chips, gathering horse
hair, hoofs, hide, stick for fire bow, hooves chipped to make glue
End
bottom-right at processing of hoofs

,
GONNERSDORF. Both wood and buffalo chips are prairie fuels. Buffalo chips are so-named because intestinal
haustra of bovines creates turds which dry to form lumps which will break into discs something like very large poker chips.
Horse manure must be thrown against walls to dry before it burns. Buffalo chips burn slowly like peat and a few chips will
last a night, while prairie twigs and wood tends to burn hot and fast.

.
.
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. . Pre-INDO-EUROPEAN
-EUROPEAN
PIE-2 of 4
.
AZILIAN Culture below an early version of the .…. Yggdrasil … from ca.9,800
BC HAUT GARONNE, France copied from a shaft is a nearly complete diagram of
Yggdrasil Lore, Myth, Philosophy, and Ethics. (comparable with Masonic Tracing Boards)
Note that the oldest versions of Arthurian Legend currently known which come from preChristian, Brittany and Normandy, mention birch bark platters used to serve strangers
with hospitality meals. This seems to date to the SALMON Boom during rapid melting of
continental glaciers and increased rainfall of Allerod centuries. .
[Ref.: c.5,600 to 4,500 BC Linearbandkeramik Atlantic I 3,750 BC Celtic “Year of World” ]
[Ref.: c.1,000 BCGothic Pantheon [Ref.:c.200 BC Historic Odin ] [Ref.: c.500 AD “Eddas” ]
..Allerød-I10,350-9,550BC
9,550-9,500 BC
9,500-9450 BC
9,450-9,370 BC
9,370-9,200 BC
9,200-9,100 BC
9,100-8,910 BC

Whispers of ancient Yggdrasil religion
hides in the nursery rhyme.
Rock a bye Baby
In the tree top
When the wind blows
The cradle will rock
When the bough breaks
The cradle will fall
Down will come baby
Cradle and all
[from ca. 1,400 BC Greece]
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10,350 to 8,910 BC.
Dryas II glaciationl
ALLEROD I…begins at 10,350 BC Holocene boundary
cold dry intervalInter-Allerod I/II
ALLEROD II
cold dry interval Inter-Allerod II/III,
ALLEROD III
cold dry interval Inter-Allerod III/IV
ALLEROD IV. final warm interval
Dryas III glaciation
WAHANG king’ “middle-power”

The Emperor’s power unites the people between
Heaven-above, and the earth they stand on.
[from ca. 4,200 BC Sino-Caucasian Manchuria]

3

.

[ FORMAT]

.-3-.Marriage, Mother & Child.

A Little Girl is Born A story from

14,500 years ago

about a Little Rhine Maiden includes y her-Birth; y make-her-a-Crib, y sanitary-Care, y make-her-Diapers; y her-Quilt;
y Winter-Outing, y weaving-by-lamplight-at-Loom found in the amazing
We call this just-born little Rhine maiden Lorelei. Don’t really know what her name is; perhaps “those hereafter,”
will discover it in a deeper-reading of this beautiful story written on stone. Recognizable symbols and signs are numbered. Yet,
there’s so much of this that’s not yet readable. The calendric indicates it’s close-or-at winter solstice. Is this a Christmas child?
Inside the ladies have a cradle ready; it’s padded soft-and-warm inside, of strong horsehide-outside.
Together five ladies of the house greet the new born: Mother, three ladies, a young-teen age daughter. scurrying in and out of
the winter house bringing in warming stones to make her mother comfortable.
Outside spearmen keep away beasts, stoke fires heating bed-warming stones, , are waiting. for
a really welcome newcomer. The teen age girl’s scurrying in and out of the winter house bringing in
warming stones to make her mother comfortable.
Outside on the icy long-grass prairie a mother fox cries. Perhaps a fox paw is hung on the
cradle. Somehow winter-horses bless the new born. Could her name be (lover of horses) Phillipa? Left:
from Laugerie Basse, France. The symbols are amazingly similar to those used at Gönnersdorf..

D
46

48

42

3

52

2

1

4
5

41
40

6
50

7
49

39

16

18

51
17

8

32
35
37
47

24
31

9
22

38

10
22

23
44

D
27

45

43

26

20
19
15

26

28

25

30
START HERE D
CALENDRIC
-1-Full moon between
Two crescents

CALENDRIC
-2-Solar Azimuth V
during wintery months

Symbol
-3-the spearman
took

UPPER MANE SCRIPT
-5-At this time

LOWER MANE-SCRIPT noted as -b-6-she lying-down
-7a- -1-persona-she & he
her legs
doublet-symbol
-7b-cords horse hair

-9a- -3-persona-she
doublet-symbol
-9b- she sews & quilts

-10a- -4-persona-she
doublet-symbol
-10b- spins sews wool
hair from two horses

UPPER MANE SCRIPT
-11a- -5-persona-she
growth
doublet-symbol

Link-Lines
-4-The Horses

-8a- -2-persona-she
doublet-symbol
-8b-cordsweaves horse hair

-12a- -6-persona-she
growth
doublet-symbol

.[FORMAT] Here begins Lorelei’s fascinating saga. It’s continued in many more documents written on stone. Enormous
highly-skilled, effort is devoted to keeping her alive, healthy and happy. Consider the tables that follow. Reflect on the
environment: “Summers” in this glacial climate are only tolerably warm- rarely comfortably- perhaps three west-wind
months annually. In all directions a cold prairie of long- many-colored grasses extend thousands of miles across the
Amerasian super continent. North and south mile-thick continental glaciers glow purple. Dry, deep sub-freezing Easterly
winds roar across Amerasia through the winters [even as the little girl is born]. Seasonally [in four groupings- a
TETRAFAUNA] Herds of millions thunder across the prairie, giant predators follow, scavengers lurk.
This is Lorelei’s world. Loved, she survives. She, is us; and we are her.
.
.
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A Little Girl is Born , Gonnersdorf, Germany

..

[ FORMAT] .-3-.Marriage, Mother & Child. A story from 14,500 years ago about a Little Rhine Maiden
Constructing a history of proto-history, myth, legend and religion can in outline be accomplished with available
archaeological, prehistoric, and written materials, The outline will be nebulous. It won’t be the first [see: References]; but it
will add two things to what’s been done to date:
-1- Chronological Climatology [note: enormously improved by polar ice cores, deep sea cores, varves, pollen types,
peat-bog cores, tree rings, otoliths, radio-carbon dates, DNA-analyses]
-2- Our translation of written documents from the 12,500 BC Bølling warm interval [note: Paleolinguists
projecting backward to Nostratic-Language of ca 15,000 to 12,500 BC, and to World-Language of ca 28,000BC (note- our date
for World) ]
Reconstructing over thirty-thousand years of religious history, mythology and even a fragmentary history is
possible. “Lorelei’s” story written 14,500 years ago on stone has an ancestry extending to at least 32,000 BC; and both ideas
and emotions expressed therein are universal to this day in 2,000 AD.
[Ref.: by Goldstein, Peggy 1994 “Hu is a Tiger” Introduction to Chinese Writing Pub by Scholastic Inc. ISBN 0-590-13741-7.
Born in China, I have seen many textbooks; for any beginner, no matter what level he aspires to, Goldstein’s book’s excellent. ]
[Ref.: by Hamilton, Edith 1940, 1942, 1969 “Mythology” Timeless Tales of Gods and Heroes
Beacon Street, Boston, Massachusetts, zip 02106. ]
120,000 BC War
Proto-Sapiens ERECTUS
n NEANDERTHALn

48,000 BC War
NEANDERTHAL /
nSAPIENSn

Denecamp 32,000 BC
horse calendar CHAOS

Aurignacian 26,000 BC
CHRONOS,

.

Pub.Little Brown & Co.,34

Gravettian 25,000 BC
ZODIAC,YGGDRASIL

Solutrean 20,000-17,500 BC
POSEIDON

Galgenberg
nWORLDn

Lascaux 15,000 BC

Bølling 12,500 BC

Allerød 10,000 BC

Dryas III 8,700 BC Hulda

nNORNS

nNOSTRATICn

FISH [ICHTHYS]

nFATES

BOREAL 7,200 BC

ATLANTIC -Ia- 5,900 BC

ATLANTIC -Ib- 5,800 BC

KURGAN -I- 4,200 BC

MOTHER-GOD TITANS
nMEGALITHn

MEGALITH-MARINERS
Sino-Caucasian horse

COLD-DROUGHT 2,200 BC

DROUGHT 1,200 BC

nGREECE,ROME ZEUS

nCHRISTIANS BC / AD

.

KURGAN -II- 3,750 BC

ARAB / TURK 711-1492-1880 nENGLANDnnU.S.An
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.Bølling 12,500 BC
PALLAS ATHENA [see: 12,500 [textiles, protects home], 10,000 [acorns], 7,200[olives] , 5,800 [grain, cat, serpent,
owl, olives created by owl], 4,200 [Zeus daughter sprung from his head], 2,200 [Akkadian woman of terror and death]. 1,200BC
[brings horse to mankind], and BC / AD [Christian witch with owl, cat and serpent familiars spreading death and misery] ]

.
RHEA [oldest of the gods is appropriated 4,200 BC as the Mother of Zeus.Dryas

II .

.Allerød 10,000 BC Salmon Boom with melting of continental ice caps. Rules and ethics of hospitality are formulated,
birch bark-platters metamorphose into pre-Christian Arthurian Legends, finally overwritten by Christians as various legends
of the Holy Grail.
“ICHTHYS” refers to the Greek acronym “Jesus Christ Son of God.” It’s a multiple overwriting by Christians:
[Ref.: “Woman’s Dictionary of Symbols and Sacred objects”] “Christ is associated with the miracle of loaves and fishes. More
basically and of older origin he is seen as the fisherman of souls.
Ancient ATLANTIC ca. 5,000 BC Pre Christian “Ichthys” is son of Sea Goddess ATARGATIS [also known as:
TIRGATA, APHRODITE, DERCETO, SALACIA, PELAGIA, DELPHINE (meaning both dolphin and womb) ]
Jesus as “ICHTHYS” is also seen as Son of azure-robed Sea Mother MARI [also known as: MARINA,
MARIAN, MYRRHINE, MYRRHA, MARI-YAMM, MARI-EL, STELLA-MARIS]
[Ref.: by Fenkl, Heinz Iusu Oct. 2003 “Realms of Fantasy” Folkroots, Mermaid lore and legend have intrigued and seduced
us for centuries..Pub.Sovereign Media Co.441 Carlisle Drive, Herndon 20170 VA (703) 471-1556 . Iusu a World Class Folklorist
writes lucidly and gives the reader rich detail ]

.Dryas

III .
THE FATES

.Pre-Boreal & Boreal ,7,200 BC Oak, nut, and other hard-wood forest expansion through earlier PRE-BOREAL
evergreen forests provides more abundant food for faunal and human expansion.
Old Europe’s Agricultural Goddess
worshipers incorporate the oak. [ 4,200 BC KURGAN -1- Celts add lightning splitting of oaks to the mythology]
PALLAS ATHENA [see: 10,000, 7,200, 5,800, 4,200, 1,200BC and BC / AD]
Ancestral ZEUS from Baltic Sea Hyperboreans, DODONA in the land of oak trees is his oracle
.Atlantic I-a , Inter-Atlantic I-a- // I-b- 5,800 to 5,795 BC
Is the brief period during which the Fresh water EUXINITE LAKE was flooded becoming a part of the World Ocean. This
split the great Balkan-Anatolia Peninsula into two parts; impelling herder-farmers northward toward Europe’s ever-warmer
loess lands and away from ever-dryer Middle East.
PALLAS ATHENA [see: 10,000, 7,200, 5,800, 4,200, 1,200BC and BC / AD]
.Atlantic I-b , Farmer Herders, worshipers of the Mother Goddess, Megalith Builders and also excellent astronomers
measure the daily Lunar and Solar Circlings of the sky as 360 Lunar diameters, and 360 Solar diameters.
36 TITANS, and 12 ZODIACAL constellations are in their pantheon

.Kurgan -1- . [inter-ATLANTIC III / IV]
6 TITAN precepts are retained:
-1-CRONUS [Saturn], -2-OCEAN [Tethys], -3-HYPERION [Sun & Moon creator], -4- MNEMOSYNE
[memory] with THEMIS [justice], -5- APETUS [Justice], -6- PROMETHEUS
12 OLYMPIANS are added [coinciding with the twelve zodiacal signs.]
.Atlantic I-b, II,
MERMAID

III, IV .

MEGALITH MARINERS

BC / AD 12 APOSTLES are palimpsest upon 12 OLYMBIANS of the GREEKS
7 branch Jewish Menorah, and 9 branched holder descends from a 7 day lunar week, and 9 month pregnancy
MERMAID “virgin of the sea” [Ref.: Campbell, Joseph “The Masks of God
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